Building Good Men Awards – Week 8 Term 3 2020
Class

Name

Awarded for

6HP

Isaac Passage

6JM

Evan Ratcliffe

6JS

Ethan Parker

6NH

Isaac Foo

6TB

Archie Bucher

5CF

Mitchell Colman

5JJ

Darcy Lester

5SH

Finn Gibb

5SM

Phoenix Ittehadi

4GW

Jack Dennis

4KL

Hassan Munshi

4SO

Fergus Khoo

4TR

Aaryan Lathia

3BG

Benjamin Filippou

Isaac, I have been impressed with the mature and focused way you have positively
responded to feedback this term. You are finding a better balance within yourself,
focusing when needed, avoiding distractions and displaying improved self-control.
Keep it up.
Congratulations, Evan, on some super results in Mathematics recently. You are
practicing what you have learned in class and revising each topic thoroughly so
that you are well-prepared for assessments. Well done!
Ethan, you are a fantastic role model. The boys have become used to seeing you as
the gold standard of behaviour, both in class and on the sporting field. Your
passion and humility make you someone people naturally look up to, so keep
being your amazing self and you will be surprised at how easily leadership comes
to you!
Isaac, you have had a terrific start to the second half of the term, making sure to
approach any feedback that is given with a growth mindset. Your organisation has
certainly improved which is helping you get set for the day. Well done. Keep it
going!
Archie is to be commended on his outstanding work ethic this term. I have been
very impressed with his persistence and hard work in all learning areas making him
a role model to his peers. Keep up the amazing work!
Mitchell is to be commended for his consistent efforts to improve all aspects of his
schooling. He consistently demonstrates a willingness to assist others and helps
out wherever possible. He is working hard to become a self-driven learner making
him a great role model for others. Well done!
Thank you, Darcy, for the continued effort and application that you bring to all
facets of school life. You are always organised, focused and helpful to other boys in
our class. Keep up the excellent work!
Finn, you have had a tremendous term. You approach all learning tasks with a
positive attitude and have striven for excellence in a range of different areas. We
are very lucky to have you in 5SH. Keep up the excellent work!
Phoenix has kicked up a gear this term by demonstrating a consistent and focused
approach to his learning. He settles quickly to the task and will set himself high
personal goals for achievement. Keep up this impressive work ethic, Phoenix.
Jack, you consistently display an enthusiastic and mature approach to all set tasks. I
am very proud of the way that you continue to up level your work, giving 110% to
all that you do. You are a fantastic role model for all of your peers.
Hassan should be commended on his work and positive attitude this term. Hassan,
you add meaningful contributions to class discussions and I am impressed with the
effort you have been directing towards your studies. Keep up the excellent work!
Fergus is a superb student who displays all of the values that we promote and
encourage at Christ Church. He is honest, hard-working and very considerate of
others at all times. A fantastic role model to his peers. Well done.
Aaryan is a focused and motivated learner. He takes pride in his work and strives to
extend himself in all learning areas. He works independently, takes on board
teacher feedback and contributes positively in class discussions. He should also be
commended for his great leadership skills as 4TR Class Captain this term.
Benji is a 3BG super star! I was so impressed this week to see he completed all
fraction tasks with ease and worked hard on identifying different angles. Fantastic
work, Benji. Keep it up!
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3JU

Joshua Franco

3SL

Christopher Lisle

2LS

James Wenn

2PE

Liam Tam

1AH

Jonathan Pascoe

1JJ

Finn Wilson

PPBU

Jason Qiu

PPSM

Marcus Cheung

Joshua, you are a valued and well-liked member of 3JU. I’m impressed that you are
beginning to share your ideas in class discussions. Keep working hard on improving
your listening skills.
Christopher, your NAIDOC week poster reflecting the impact that the First Fleet
had on the Aboriginal community was beautifully illustrated. The detail and effort
you put into your work was fantastic. On top of this, you are a lovely friend to your
peers, always kind, respectful and helpful.
Thank you for being a lovely member of 2LS, James. You always make others feel
welcome with your warm disposition, sunny smile and engaging stories. What a
wonderful young man you are maturing into!
Liam is an extremely likeable, hard-working and consistent member of the 2PE
Team. Liam has achieved some wonderful results in Mathematics throughout the
term and will always go the extra mile when required to provide detail in his
written work. Congratulations, Liam, on a wonderful year!
Jonathan is an enthusiastic participant in all 1AH activities. He has worked
cooperatively in group settings and his efforts with writing are commendable.
Jonathan’s weekend report about Wally was enjoyed by everyone. Congratulations,
Jonathan.
Finn can be commended for the pleasing progress he is making in all areas. He is a
diligent, enthusiastic student who participates well in all activities and who always
gives his best effort. In particular this week, he has worked extremely well on his
Silkworm Report. Keep up the fine effort, Finn.
Jason, it has been fantastic to see you growing in confidence this year. You have
shown great enthusiasm towards all of your learning and have developed fantastic
new writing skills. You have a great imagination and valuable ideas to share. Thank
you for being a cheerful and enthusiastic member of our class.
Marcus, I am so impressed with the effort you have put into your work this week.
Your contribution during group work is welcomed and your dedication to your
writing has been wonderful to see. You are starting to hear the sounds in words
and this is showing in your writing. Keep up the great work.
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Specialist Awards
Art Award

Aidan Chen 6HP

Drama Award

Kayson Wu PPSM

Language Award

Mattias Price 5SM

Library Award

Antonio Mondello 3BG

Music Award

Asher Lee 2PE

Sport Award

Max Hutana 3SL

Aidan has demonstrated enthusiasm and commitment in the area of
Visual Arts. He is to be congratulated on his endeavours and the way
he presents his work. The manner in which he has tackled his textiles
bird project is fantastic. Well done, Aidan.
Kayson is to be commended for his outstanding work in dance this
term. He pays very close attention to the detail of the movement in
all class activities and performs with great energy and a huge smile
on his face. Amazing work, Kayson!
Mattias is a motivated and independent learner who is to be
commended for his high level of achievement this term. Mattias is a
role model for others in terms of his ability to focus on the task at
hand and consistently completing work of an excellent standard.
Well done.
Antonio is to be commended for his improved attitude and focus in
library lessons. It was a pleasure to have you in class this week,
Antonio. Thank you and keep up the fantastic work.
Asher has made excellent progress in his instrumental and rhythm
skills this term. He has adopted a positive, can do attitude and
mindset which has allowed him to improve significantly. Well done,
Asher!
Max is to be commended on continuously approaching all physical
education lessons with maturity and enthusiasm. He listens carefully
to instructions, moves quickly and always offers his assistance. You
are a valuable member of our class, Max.

